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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

A key benefit of generic programming is its support for producing modules with clean separation. In particular, generic algorithms are written to work with a wide variety of types without requiring modifications to them. The \textit{Runtime concept} idiom extends this support by allowing unmodified concrete types to behave in a runtime polymorphic manner. In this paper, we describe one implementation of the runtime concept idiom, in the domain of the C++ standard template library (STL). We complement the runtime concept idiom with an algorithm library that considers both type and concept information to maximize performance when selecting algorithm implementations. We present two implementations, one in ISO C++ and one using an experimental language extension. We use our implementations to describe and measure the performance of runtime-polymorphic analogs of several STL algorithms. The tests demonstrate the effects of different compile-time vs. run-time algorithm selection choices.
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1. Introduction

ISO C++ [16] supports multiple programming paradigms [29], notably object-oriented programming and generic programming. Object-oriented techniques are used when runtime polymorphic behavior is desired. When runtime polymorphism is not required, generic programming is used, as it offers non-intrusive, high performance compile-time polymorphism; examples include the C++ Standard Template Library (STL) [6], the Boost Libraries [1], Blitz++ [31], and STAPL [5].

Recent research has explored the possibility of a programming model that retains the advantages of generic programming, while borrowing elements from object-oriented programming, in order to support types to be used in a runtime-polymorphic manner. In [20], Parent introduces the notion of non-intrusive value-based runtime-polymorphism, which we will refer to as the runtime concept idiom. Marcus et al. [19,3], and Parent [21] extend this idea, presenting a library that encapsulates common tasks involved in the creation of efficient runtime concepts. Järvi et al. discuss generic polymorphism in the context of library adaptation [18].

A key idea in generic programming is the notion of a \textit{concept}. A concept [15] is a set of syntactic and semantic requirements on types. Syntactic requirements stipulate the presence of operations and associated types. In the runtime concept idiom, a class $C$ is used to model these syntactic requirements as operations. The binding from $C$ to a particular concrete type $T$ is delayed until runtime. Any type $T$ that syntactically satisfies a concept's requirements can be used with code that is written in terms of the runtime concept.
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In this paper, we apply these principles to develop a runtime-polymorphic version of STL sequence containers and their associated iterators. Runtime concepts allow the definition of functions that operate on a variety of container types.

Consider a traditional generic function expressed using C++ templates:

```cpp
// conventional template code
template <class Iterator>
Iterator random_elem(Iterator begin, Iterator end) {
    typename Iterator::difference_type dist = distance(begin, end);
    return advance(begin, rand() % dist);
}
```

```cpp
int elem = ∗random_elem(v.begin(), v.end()); // v is a vector of int
```

Objects of any type that meet the iterator requirement can be used as arguments to `random_elem`. However, those requirements cannot be naturally expressed in C++03, (though they can in C++0x [7]), and the complete function definition is needed for type checking and code generation. The resulting code is very efficient, but this style of generic programming does not lend itself to certain styles of software development (e.g. those relying on dynamic libraries).

We can write essentially the same code using the runtime concept idiom (the classes of the runtime concept idiom and their implementation are discussed in Section 3):

```cpp
// with runtime concept idiom
wrapper_forward<int>
random_elem(wrapper_forward<int> begin, wrapper_forward<int> end) {
    wrapper_forward<int>::difference_type dist = distance(begin, end);
    return advance(begin, rand() % dist);
}
```

```cpp
int elem = ∗random_elem(v.begin(), v.end()); // v is a vector of int
```

Here the binding between the iterator type and the function is handled at runtime and we can compile a use of `random_elem` with only the declarations of `random_elem` available:

```cpp
// with runtime concept idiom:
wrapper_forward<int>
random_elem(wrapper_forward<int> begin, wrapper_forward<int> end);
```

```cpp
int elem = ∗random_elem(v.begin(), v.end()); // v is a vector of int
```

By using runtime concepts, function implementations (e.g., `random_elem`) are isolated from client code. The parameter type `wrapper_forward` subsumes all types that model the concept forward-iterator. The implementation can be explicitly instantiated elsewhere for known element types, and need not be available to callers.

This reduced code exposure in header files makes runtime concepts suitable for (dynamically linked) libraries and when source code cannot be shared. However, the use of runtime concepts comes at a cost. The function `random_elem` is written in terms of the concept forward-iterator. The runtime complexity of `distance` and `advance` is $O(n)$ for forward-iterators, while it is constant time for random access iterators. Passing iterators of `vector<int>` as arguments would incur unnecessary runtime overhead.

When using STL iterators directly, the compiler checks that two iterators have the same type (though it does not validate that two iterators belong to the same container instance). As a consequence of subsuming iterators from various data structures under a single runtime concept, type checking that two iterators have the same concrete type is postponed until run time.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We apply the runtime concept idiom to part of a core C++ library (STL) and analyze the runtime overhead.
- We enhance the runtime concept idiom with a prototype of an open, extensible, and loosely coupled algorithm library–a runtime counterpart of the STL algorithms. Its dispatch mechanism selects the best matching algorithm instance according to the runtime concept and type information of the actual arguments. This eliminates the need for dynamic dispatch during the execution of an STL algorithm when a matching algorithm instance is present. Runtime analogs of four STL algorithms are presented and their performance is analyzed.
- We present a design of the algorithm library in ISO C++ and one with open multi-methods, an experimental language extension that simplifies the implementation and makes dispatch more efficient.

Compared to our prior work [22], this article places emphasis on the algorithm library and makes the following additions: (1) detailed discussion of the implementation and its premises; (2) an extended performance analysis; (3) description of an
alternative implementation based on an experimental language extension that makes the design of the algorithm library more concise and dynamic algorithm selection more efficient; (4) comparison of both implementations in terms of dispatch performance under two different scenarios.

The structure of this paper is: Section 2 revisits fundamental ideas of generic programming and STL. Section 3 describes the application of the runtime concept idiom towards STL’s iterators. Section 4 discusses our implementations of the loosely coupled algorithm library. Section 5 evaluates our prototype implementations and their runtime performance; Section 6 compares our model to alternatives; Section 7 points to possible extensions and summarizes our contribution.

2. Generic programming

The ideal for generic programming is to represent code at the highest level of abstraction without loss of efficiency in both actual execution speed and resource usage compared to the best code written through any other means. The general process to achieve this is known as lifting, a process of abstraction where the types used within a concrete algorithm are replaced by the semantic requirements of those types necessary for the algorithm to perform.

Semantic requirement: Types must satisfy these requirements in order to work properly with a generic algorithm. Semantic requirements are stated in tables, in documentation, and may at times be asserted within the code. Checking types against arbitrary semantic requirements is in general undecidable. Instead, compilers for current C++ check for the presence of syntactic constructs, which are assumed to meet the semantic requirements. For example, an implementation of operator= is expected make a copy.

Concept: Dealing with individual semantic requirements would be unmanageable for real code. However, sets of requirements can often be clustered into natural groups, known as concepts. Although any collection of requirements may define a concept, only concepts which enable new classes of algorithms are interesting.

Model: Any type that satisfies all specified requirements of a concept is said to be a model of that concept.

Generic algorithm: A generic algorithm is a derivative of a family of efficient algorithms, whose implementation is independent from concrete underlying data structures. The requirements that an algorithm imposes on a data structure can be grouped into concepts. An example that is part of the STL is find and the requirement on the template argument is to model a forward-iterator.

Concept refinement: A concept C₁ that adds requirements to another concept C₀ is a concept refinement. The number of types that satisfy C₁ is less or equal to the number of types that satisfy C₀. The number of algorithms that can be directly expressed with C₁ is less or equal than the number of algorithms expressed with C₀. For example, constant time random access, a requirement added by the concept random-access-iterator, enables the algorithm sort.

Algorithm refinement: Parallel with concept refinements, an algorithm can be refined to exploit the stronger concept requirements and achieve better space- and/or runtime-efficiency. For example, the complexity of reverse for a bidirectional-iterator is O(n), while it is O(n lg n) for a forward-iterator (assuming less than O(n) memory usage).

Regularity: Dehnert and Stepanov [12] define regularity based on the semantics of built-in types, their operators, the complexity requirements on the operators, and consistency conditions that a sequence of operations has to meet. Regularity is based on value-semantics and requires operations to construct, destruct, assign, swap, and equality-compare two instances of the same type. This is sufficient for a number of STL data structures and algorithms including vector, queue, reverse, find. A stronger definition adds operations to determine a total order, which enables the use of STL’s map, set, sort. Programmers’ likely familiarity with built-in types makes the notion of regularity important, because code written with built-in types in mind (e.g., STL data structures) will work equally well for regular user defined types. Consequently, conformance with regular semantics reduces the need for specialized and customized implementations.

2.1. Standard template library

The C++ STL provides implementations of efficient algorithms and data structures. The links between them are called iterators, which resemble pointers to elements plus operations that move this pointer to other elements in the container. Each data structure provides its own iterator implementation. The iterators can be grouped according to the access capabilities of their respective data structure. STL defines five iterator concepts: input iterator (for data sources), output iterator (for data sinks), forward iterator (for sequential and repeated access), bidirectional iterator, and random access iterator.

Algorithms are defined in terms of iterator concepts. At compile time the compiler statically selects the most suitable algorithm according to its category. The loose coupling of data structures and algorithms in terms of iterators solves the problem of providing separate algorithm implementations for each data structure. Instead of having about 720 (60*12) implementations, STL consists of about 60 algorithms plus 12 data structures [29]. Most algorithms operate on ranges. A range consists of a pair of iterators that delimits a sequence of elements. The first iterator points to the first element in the sequence, the second to the position one element past the end of the sequence. A common access pattern is to iterate through the range until the first and second iterator become equal.
3. Runtime concepts for STL iterators

This section presents our implementation of the runtime concept idiom for iterators in C++03. For a general treatment of the runtime concept idiom, along with its library support and optimizations we refer the reader to Marcus et al. [19] and [3]. We essentially follow Marcus et al.’s design, which extends the external polymorphism pattern [11] with a regular wrapper. The result is a three layered architecture: the concept layer, the model layer, and the wrapper layer. We illustrate the implementation of these classes and their interaction based on the concept forward iterator and its refinement bidirectional iterator. Each of the layers is parameterizable with a value-type and a reference-type. We omit the latter in our discussion.

3.1. Concept layer

The concept layer defines the runtime concept interfaces — abstract base classes without any data. Each of these interfaces defines a set of function signatures that reflect the concept requirements. The following code snippet shows parts of the forward-iterator class.

```cpp
template <class ValueType>
struct concept_forward {
    virtual void next() = 0; // for operator++
    virtual bool equals(const concept_forward& rhs) const = 0; // for operator==
    virtual concept_forward& clone() const = 0; // for copy ctor, operator=
    virtual ValueType& deref() const = 0; // deref operator
    // ...
};
```

For operators that have a prefix and a postfix version (e.g., `operator++`), the concept layer contains only one member function declaration (e.g., `next`), which returns `void`. The wrapper layer (Section 3.3) implements the prefix and postfix operator in terms of this function and returns the appropriate result.

Refinements of a runtime concept inherit from another runtime concept interface and add new operations or refine inherited signatures with covariant return types.

```cpp
template <class ValueType>
struct concept_bidirectional : concept_forward<ValueType> {
    virtual void prev() = 0; // for operator--
    virtual concept_bidirectional& clone() const = 0; // override with covariant return type
    // ...
};
```

3.2. Model layer

The model layer defines model classes that inherit from the runtime concept interfaces. Models are parametrized classes, where the first template argument determines the concrete iterator type and the second template argument corresponds to the concept interface that this model will implement. For an iterator of `list<int>`, these would be `list<int>::iterator` and `concept_bidirectional<int>` respectively. At the root of the model-hierarchy is the class `model_base` that holds a copy of the concrete iterator (member variable `it`).

```cpp
template <class Iterator, class IterConcept>
struct model_base : IterConcept { // connect implementation type to interface type
    Iterator it;
};
```

The class `model_base` together with its two template arguments `Iterator` and `IterConcept` already determine the model refinement.

The implementation of the pure virtual functions defined in the concept interfaces is accomplished by mixin techniques [26] and class hierarchy linearization [30]. For each runtime concept interface there exists a model class that implements the corresponding pure virtual functions. For example, `model_bidirectional` implements the pure virtual functions defined in `concept_bidirectional`. The model classes (directly or indirectly) derive from `model_base` and linearly mixin their function implementations, which forward the calls to the concrete iterator it.

```cpp
template <class Iterator, class IterConcept>
struct model_forward : model_base<Iterator,IterConcept> { // connect implementation type to interface type
    Iterator& clone();
    bool equals(const concept_forward&amp rhs) const {
```
assert(typeid(*this) == typeid(rhs));
    return this->>it == static_cast<const model_forward&>(rhs).it;
};

template <class Iterator, class IterConcept>
struct model_bidirectional : model_forward<Iterator, IterConcept> {
    void prev();
};

The model classes require the same template arguments as model_base. This is necessary because, for example, model_forward could be mixed in with a model_bidirectional to implement the functions defined by concept_forward. In this case, model_forward would indirectly derive from concept_bidirectional.

Operations with two polymorphic arguments (e.g., equals) require both arguments to have the same dynamic type. Since C++ does not allow covariant arguments, this restriction cannot be modeled statically (i.e., equals takes a concept_forward), but the same type requirement allows the argument be cast to the dynamic type of the receiver object. This limits the use of the equality operator to comparisons with the same underlying iterator type; comparisons of an iterator with its const-counterpart are currently not supported, but could be encoded with true multi parametric functions (see Section 4.3, double dispatch [9], or multi-method libraries [4, 25]).

The factory-function generate_model selects a model refinement based on the concept of a concrete iterator. Its use guarantees the existence of exactly one runtime model type for each concrete iterator type. This allows operations with two runtime-concepts as arguments to rely on the same type requirement.

template <class Iterator>
typename map_iteratortag_to_model<Iterator>::type* generate_model(const Iterator& it) {
    typedef typename map_iteratortag_to_model<Iterator>::type iterator_wrapper_type;
    return new iterator_wrapper_type(it);
}

The wrapper layer defines regular classes that wrap a concept layer object and manage its lifetime.

template <class ValueType>
struct wrapper_forward {
    concept_forward<ValueType>* iterator_m;
    // Constructor that takes any iterator
    template <class Concreteliterator>
    wrapper_forward<ValueType>(const Concreteliterator& iter)
        : iterator_m(generate_model(iter)) {}\n
    wrapper_forward<ValueType>(const wrapper_forward<ValueType>& iter)
        : iterator_m(iter.iterator_m->clone()) {};
    // Postfix operator implemented in terms of concept_forward::next
    wrapper_forward<ValueType>& operator++(int) {
        wrapper_forward<ValueType> tmp(*this);
        this->>iterator_m->>next();
        return tmp;
    }
};

It implements operations that guarantee regular semantics (constructor, destructor, etc.) and other operations required by the STL concept. Here, the implementations of the copy constructor and the assignment operator make use of the function clone.
The following graphic summarizes the interaction of the different layers of the runtime concept idiom:

The wrapper class is the placeholder for a concrete iterator type and holds a pointer to an interface. The model base inherits from this interface and holds a copy of a concrete iterator (e.g., `std::vector<int>::iterator`), while the model classes implement the pure virtual functions. A member function call, for example `operator++`, invokes a virtual function of the concept interface (next), implemented by `model_forward`, which forwards the call to the `operator++` of the concrete iterator. The functions in the wrapper class, and the call to the concrete iterator can be inlined. Each invocation of a wrapper function incurs the overhead of at most one virtual function call. `Swap` and `move` can be implemented by manipulating the concept interface pointer of the wrapper class [19].

4. The algorithms library

In this section, we address performance problems that arise in the presence of type erasure [2]. First, virtual functions incur runtime overhead and impede inlining. Second, the functions `distance` and `advance` in the body of `random_elem` are selected at compile time according to the static type of the wrapper class which can lead to less than optimal runtime complexity. A dispatch solution (algorithm library) that postpones the function selection until runtime, when dynamic information about the wrapped iterator type and its concept is available, can do better (as the C++98 STL does through static resolution). We outline the design ideals and discuss two implementations: one in ISO C++ and one using an experimental language feature, open multi-methods [23].

4.1. Design goals

Practical solutions to the dispatch problem should address the following issues:

*Extensibility:* The runtime concept idiom allows for separate compilation of library code and user code. Therefore, the library implementation cannot make any assumption about specific container and iterator types in the user code. The algorithm library enables user code to optimize the runtime of the library functions for the data structures it uses.

*Applicable to algorithms operating on multiple ranges:* For STL algorithms that operate on a single range (e.g., `find`, `reverse`, `sort`, etc.) the best function can be selected according to the dynamic type of a single argument (the begin of a range); we can assume that the end of the range has the same dynamic type. Some algorithms operate on two ranges (e.g., `merge`, `set_union`, `transform`, etc.) and require the dispatch mechanism to be sensitive in respect to more than one argument type to achieve optimal performance. Any implementation that supports dispatch according to more than one dynamic argument, requires some policy to handle ambiguities.

*Conservative in executable size:* The executable should not contain code for algorithms that are not needed. This means that our example library for `random_elem` contains algorithm instances only for `advance` and `distance` but not for any other STL algorithm.

*Independence from runtime concept classes:* Providing new algorithms and better algorithm instances has to be achievable without repeated modification of the runtime concept classes.

*Usability:* From the user perspective, programming with the algorithm library should be similar to programming with the STL and providing algorithms and algorithm instances should be straightforward.

*Implementable in ISO C++:* A practical solution should be implementable in current C++ and not require any language or compiler specific extension. From a research perspective, however, we are interested in finding generally usable abstraction mechanisms that improve the design and implementation.

*Performance:* To be usable independently from the size of the data set, the runtime overhead for making a dispatch decision should be as small as possible.
Particularly, the support for multiple arguments and extensibility is so important for generality and performance that the designers of compile time concepts for C++0x decided to postpone checking of specialized algorithms for some potential ambiguities to instantiation time [17].

4.2. Implementation in ISO C++

Our implementation prototypes an algorithms library for several STL algorithms. Each function in the library originates from an algorithm instantiation with one of the iterator wrappers or a concrete iterator. By default, the library contains an instance for the weakest concept an algorithm supports. For example, the default entry for `lower_bound` would be instantiated with `wrapper_forward`. These default instances are meant to serve as fallback-implementations. To improve performance, the system integrator or even a (dynamically loaded) library can add more specialized algorithm instances. This is essential to preserve the algorithmic efficiency of key STL algorithms. The default implementation and the added instances form an algorithm family. Each algorithm family is defined in terms of an existing STL algorithm and the iterator-value types (e.g., `algolib::advance<int>`).

To provide for modular extensibility, we decouple the algorithm library from static dispatch structures (i.e., enumerations, switch statements, visitor classes, type-lists, variant types). This is, what visitor based implementations and many C++ multimethod libraries depend on (e.g., Loki library [4], Shopyrin’s deferred recursive mechanism [25], doublecpp [9], GIL [10]). Other open method implementations depend on language extensions and require preprocessor/compiler support (e.g., Cmm [27], Omm [23]) to extract the information that is necessary for an efficient implementation. Instead, our implementation relies on runtime type information (RTTI) and data embedded in the concept and model classes.

The mechanics of our implementation rest on three core components:

- A class hierarchy traversal that returns the typename of the base class for a given typename (or class).
- An associative data structure that stores functions and the RTTI information of their runtime polymorphic argument.
- A lookup mechanism that uses the class hierarchy traversal to find the best matching algorithm instance from the associative data structure.

To remain independent from specific compilers and their application binary interface (ABI), we encode the refinement (inheritance) relationship by mapping a typeid of a class to the typeid of its base class. In the context of the modeled iterator hierarchy, the use of single inheritance suffices.

```cpp
struct inheritance {
    static std::map<const std::type_info*, const std::type_info*> bases;

    inheritance(const std::type_info& base, const std::type_info& derived) {
        bases[&derived] = &base;
    }
};
```

To automatically keep track of the refinement relationships of all instantiated runtime concept classes, we augment the class `model_base` and all classes of the concept layer (e.g., `concept_bidirectional`), except the base (`concept_forward`), with a static data member `inh`. By making the constructor refer to `inh` we force `inh`'s instantiation without incurring any runtime overhead because referencing `inh` has no direct effect and can be optimized away.

```cpp
template <class ValueType>
struct concept_bidirectional : concept_forward<ValueType> {
    static inheritance inh;

    concept_bidirectional() { inh; } // triggers instantiation of inh
    // ...

    inh's constructor records the refinement relationship in the global mapping inheritance::bases that we later use to query a class for its base.

    // static member initialization
    // inh's constructor records the refinement relationship
    template <class ValueType>
    inheritance concept_bidirectional<ValueType>::inh(std::typeinfo(concept_forward<ValueType>),
        std::typeinfo(concept_bidirectional<ValueType>));
```

Since a library developer is unaware of the specific data structures in user code, it is at the discretion of the user to enhance the runtime by providing better algorithm instances. This is supported by two functions that take the algorithm family and an iterator type as argument. The first (`add_generic`) instantiates a function that rewraps the model into a more powerful
wrapper class specified by the iterator type and invokes the STL algorithm with it. The second, add_specific generates a function that peels off all runtime concept layers and invokes the STL algorithm with the concrete iterator. The following sample code shows how to register a generic implementation for wrapper_randomaccess and a specific for list<int>::iterator. Note that, the distinction by name of add_generic and add_specific is not necessary, but choosing to do so makes the use of virtual functions inside of an algorithm instance explicit.

```cpp
// add generic implementation suitable for all random access iterators.
algolib::add_generic<
    algolib::advance<int>, // library name
    wrapper_randomaccess<int> // iterator—type
>();
// add specific implementation for std::list<int>.
algolib::add_specific<
    algolib::advance<int>, // library name
    std::list<int>::iterator // iterator—type
>();
```

In addition, we provide library functions with names that match their STL counterparts (e.g., distance). They look up and forward the call to the best matching algorithm instance. These functions are defined in the same namespace as the wrapper classes. Together with argument dependent lookup (ADL) in C++, this allows source code resemble code written with STL iterators. The following code snippet shows a function that takes two iterator wrappers as arguments and calls the library functions (i.e., distance, advance).

```cpp
wrapper_forward<int>
random_elem(wrapper_forward<int> begin, wrapper_forward<int> end) {
    wrapper_forward<int>::difference_type dist = distance(begin, end);
    return advance(begin, rand() % dist);
}
```

At runtime, a library call selects the best applicable function present based on the dynamic type of the model. Starting with the typeid of the actual iterator model, it walks the typeid of the inheritance chain until an algorithm or the fallback implementation is found. The following code snippet shows the lookup mechanism:

```cpp
#template <class A>
typename A::instance_map::data_type
lookup(typename A::dyn_iterator_type_pack pack) {
    // lookup algorithm instance for type tuple described by pack
    typename A::instance_map::iterator end = A::instances.end();
    do {
        // lookup algorithm instance for type tuple described by pack
        typename A::instance_map::iterator pos = A::instances.find(pack);
        if (pos != end) return pos->second;
        // try with next type tuple in the poset
        pack = next(pack);
    } while (pack != A::fallback_iterator_pack);
    return A::fallback_instance; // return fallback, if no better instance is present
}
```

The template argument A is a data structure that describes the algorithm and has the following dependent types defined:

- `dyn_iterator_type_pack` is a type tuple that initially contains type ids of the iterator models that are involved in the dynamic dispatch.
- `instance_map` is the type of the associative data structure, which maps a `dyn_iterator_type_pack` to an algorithm instance.

In addition, A defines the following static data members:

- `fallback_iterator_pack` is a type tuple (of type `dyn_iterator_type_pack`) that identifies the concept classes of the fallback implementation.
- `fallback_instance` is a pointer to the fallback instance.

The function `next` uses the stored inheritance relationships to generate a poset of type tuples with the following ordering relation: \( a \geq b \) if for each component \( i \) of the tuples the subclassing relationship \( a_i < b_i \), or \( a_i = b_i \) holds.

This ordering relation guarantees the lookup to find a most specific algorithm instance, if one exists. Should multiple equally specific instances exist, one of them is chosen depending on the implementation of `next`. When, like in the presented algorithms, the selection depends on the dynamic type of a single parameter, `next`'s order becomes total.
If random::elem’s begin and end wrap the concrete type std::list<int>::iterator, the lookup mechanism will find an algorithm instance that peels off all runtime concept layers and calls std::advance with a std::list<int> iterator. In case begin and end belong to a std::vector, the runtime model is re-wrapped by a wrapper_randomaccess iterator and std::advance<wrapper_randomaccess> is invoked.

Virtual function based design: Although the dispatch mechanism is semantically equal to virtual function calls, we rejected alternative library designs that would model algorithms as pure virtual functions declared in concept interfaces. This would break the separation between concept requirements and algorithms. Providing a new algorithm would require adding a new function signature to the concept interface, thereby breaking binary compatibility with existing applications. In addition, such a design would create a number of unused instantiated functions. For example, the class concept_forward would need virtual function declarations for all STL algorithms that are defined for forward iterators (e.g., adjacent_find, fill, equal_range, etc.). Consequently, the model classes would need to implement those functions regardless whether a specific program uses them or not. Finally, extending a virtual function based design towards multiple virtual arguments is complex when not all classes are known beforehand.

Evaluation: The described library eliminates virtual function calls inside an algorithm, when a matching algorithm instance is present. Its dispatch mechanism meets the outlined design criteria except for performance and the capability to consider more than one dynamic iterator type for dispatch decisions. The performance tests presented in Section 5.2 (i.e., for lower_bound) indicate that the dispatch cost can be significant. In particular, for small data sets the overhead of algorithm lookup can outweigh the more efficient execution of the STL algorithm. Extending the dispatch towards multiple arguments aggravates the situation. Even for optimized implementations, that flatten inheritance data and record uniquely best matching functions for a given type tuple (as implemented in Smith’s Cmm [27]), Pirkelbauer et al. [23] report that a significant overhead remains.

Incorporating parts of the implementation outlined in [23] into a ISO C++ based design of the algorithm library with the goal to improve performance is possible, but raises other problems. For example, dispatch tables, which map a combination of types to a function, need to be computed beforehand. Moreover, a library implementation cannot modify the object-model, thereby requiring an additional indirection to map RTTI to indexes into the dispatch table.

Consequently, we argue that a practical solution to the multi-parametric dynamic dispatch and performance problems would benefit from proper language support. A design principle of C++ is to aim for language features that are general and address a number of specific concerns in several domains [28]. Following these guidelines we postulate a design based on an experimental language extension — open multi-methods. Open multi-methods, allow for programming styles that mix elements from object-oriented and functional programming [24] and object-oriented and generic programming [23].

Open multi-methods address two fundamental problems in object-oriented software design. First, they overcome dispatch problems where the choice of method depends on the dynamic type of more than one argument. This is paralleled by generic programming, where all arguments have equal weight during overload resolution. Second, extending classes, possibly defined in third party libraries, with dynamically dispatched functions (virtual functions) is intrusive or requires provision for the visitor pattern [14]. This often requires more foresight than class designers are given, complicating maintenance and limiting the extensibility of libraries. Open multi-methods separate the definition of dynamically dispatched functions from class definitions. Knowing that classes can be efficiently extended later allows class designers focus on the core functionality and eliminate unnecessary code. This is another parallel with generic programming, where algorithms build on core requirements that concepts define.

4.3. Implementation using open multi-method extension

In this section, we describe our algorithm library implementation based on open multi-methods. To begin, we show an open multi-method declaration advance for forward iterators with a more specific implementation for random access iterators. In open multi-method terminology, the most general declaration is called a base-method, and a more specific declaration is called an overrider. A base-method declaration has to precede an overrider declaration.

```cpp
void advance(virtual concept_forward<int>& it, int dist); // base-method
void advance(virtual concept_randomaccess<int>& it, int dist); // overrider
```

With these open-method declarations, we can provide an implementation for an iterator wrapper:

```cpp
void advance(wrapper_forward<int>& it, int dist) {
    advance(+-it.iterator_m, dist); // invokes open—method advance
}
```

Depending on the dynamic type of iterator_m the call to advance either invokes the base-method (for forward and bidirectional iterators) or the overrider (for random access iterators).

The internal mechanism of open multi-methods renders the core components of the previous implementation (Section 4.2) obsolete. Our experimental compiler extracts the signature of each open multi-method and the class hierarchy from each translation unit. (This eliminates the need for recording the inheritance relationship of the concept- and
model-classes.) The information is passed to a pre-linker, which synthesizes this data across translation units, checks for ambiguities, and generates a dispatch table containing entries for each possible type combination. (This eliminates the need to maintain the data structure, that associates algorithm instances with RTTI of the dedicated argument.) The runtime lookup to find the best matching function occurs in constant time for a given number of virtual parameters. (This eliminates the hierarchy traversal during algorithm instance lookup.)

For the implementation of our algorithm library, we reject the simple design outlined in the previous code snippet. This would require library users to specify function bodies for overrides (e.g., for advance with concept_randomaccess< int>). Moreover, runtime concept based libraries could only contain declarations of the open multi-methods. They could not contain definitions for open multi-methods because other libraries that use the runtime concept idiom could define them as well, leading to violations of the one definition rule (ODR). Solutions to this problem would either require users to write more open multi-method bodies, or make the pre-linker runtime concept aware and have it generate the missing definitions. Neither of these approaches seems practical at this stage.

Instead, we base our implementation on a combination of open-methods and the template mechanism. Currently, open multi-methods cannot be defined as template, and for this work we refrain from extending our experimental compiler in that direction. C++ does not support templated virtual functions — as this feature would require the linker to support creating the v-tables [28]. Templated open multi-methods would take this idea one step further by allowing templated virtual parameters:

```cpp
template <class T>
void advance(virtual T& it, int dist);
// or
template <class T>
void advance(virtual concept_forward<T>& it, int dist);
```

Such a language feature is unprecedented and the definition of its semantics is a topic for further research. However, the instantiation of classes and their functions is well defined. For our current implementation, we harness the friend mechanism and the standard template class instantiation to generate algorithm instances. Friends allow us to comply with the requirement that base-methods and overrides have to be free standing functions that are defined in the same scope. Class template instantiation allows the user to generate open multi-methods without the need to write function bodies. In addition, the C++ standard has relaxed ODR rules for functions that are generated from templates. The problem of linker generated v-tables is overcome by having a pre-linker create open-method tables (the open multi-method analogue to v-tables).

We show a somewhat simplified implementation of reverse to illustrate the idea. The actual code is a bit more involved and requires, for example, a superfluous extra parameter to enable overload resolution to include friend functions that are only declared inside of a class into the candidate set. The omitted details are transparent to the library user and therefore do not impact the usability.

The base-method reverse is declared as friend inside a template class and thus is not a class member per se. The template class rtc_reverse allows us to indirectly define reverse based on a template argument.

```cpp
// defined in namespace algolib
template<class ValueType>
struct rtc_reverse {
    typedef concept_bidirectional<ValueType> base_concept;

    friend void reverse(virtual base_concept& begin, base_concept& end) {
        /* wrap begin, end into wrapper_bidirectional and call std::reverse */
    }
};
```

Similarly, we can define rtc_reverse_generic and rtc_reverse_specific to generate instances that use wrapper classes or concrete iterators respectively. Deriving these classes from rtc_reverse guarantees that the compiler will find a base-method for the overrider.

```cpp
// defined in namespace algolib
template<class Wrapper>
struct rtc_reverse_generic : rtc_reverse<typename Wrapper::value_type> {
    using typename rtc_reverse<typename Iterator::value_type>::base_concept;

    typedef typename Iterator::concept_type iter_concept;

    friend void reverse(virtual iter_concept& begin, base_concept& end) {
        /* wrap begin, end into the matching wrapper class and call std::reverse */
    }
};
```
template <class Iterator>
struct rtc_reverse_specific : rtc_reverse<typename Iterator::value_type> {
    using typename rtc_reverse<typename Iterator::value_type>::base_concept;
    typedef typename map_iteratortag_to_model<Iterator>::type iter_model;

    friend void reverse(void iter_model& begin, base_concept& end) {
        /* unwrap begin, end and call std::reverse with the concrete iterator */
    }
};

The analogues to the functions add_generic and add_specific in Section 4.2 are explicit template instantiation directives.

// add generic implementation suitable for all random access iterators.
template class rtc_reverse_generic<
    wrapper_randomaccess<int>>;

// add specific implementation for std::list<int>.
template class rtc_reverse_specific<std::list<int>::iterator>;

The described library functions (Section 4.2) can simply invoke the open multi-method:

// defined in the same namespace as the wrapper classes
template <class WrapperType>
void reverse(const WrapperType& begin, const WrapperType& end) {
    algolib::reverse(*begin->iterator_m, *end->iterator_m);
}

This call is resolved through the open-method table of the first dynamic argument and invokes the best matching algorithm instance. In contrast to Section 4.2, this involves a simple lookup, similar to a virtual function call, because the open-method tables have been precomputed by the pre-linker.

Ambiguity resolution policy: With the modeled concept hierarchy and the dynamic dispatch restricted to only a single parameter, the ISO C++ implementation has no ambiguities. An extension towards considering a second argument requires some ambiguity resolution policy. The options for a library implementation are to either signal the ambiguity at runtime or choose somehow a preferred candidate (e.g., higher preference of earlier parameters, arbitrary choice, or user defined). A compiler based implementation has one more possibility: it can flag ambiguities before runtime and require the user to provide a resolving override. This is what the open multi-method based implementation does. Only when it is too late for programmer intervention (e.g., in cases that involve dynamic linking), the runtime would make an unspecified non-random choice. This is sufficient to guarantee the correctness of STL's algorithms. An optimal choice between ambiguous overrides would minimize the number of virtual function calls. For an algorithm such as merge this would require runtime information of the length of its ranges before a call can be dispatched.

5. Tests

To assess the performance cost of runtime concepts we tested the approaches described in Sections 3 and 4. The numbers presented in this section were obtained on an Intel Pentium-D (2.8 GHz clock speed; 512 MB of main memory at 533 MHz) running CentOS Linux 2.6.9-42. We compiled with gcc 4.1.2 using −O3 and −march=prescott.

5.1. Algorithm performance

Initially, the vector contained 8 million numbers in ascending order starting from zero. Then we invoke four algorithms: reverse, find of zero, sort, and lower_bound of zero.

vector<T>: As a reference point for our performance tests we use the vector instantiated with a concrete type. The table shows the number of cycles each operation needs to complete for a container of int and double respectively. The column to the right of the number of cycles shows the slowdown factor compared to vector<int>. The algorithms with O(n) runtime complexity (i.e., reverse and find) run approximately twice as long when used with type double. This discrepancy can be explained by the size of the stored data-type; double is twice as big as int.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>int</th>
<th>x vector&lt;int&gt;</th>
<th>double</th>
<th>x vector&lt;int&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>50230726</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>101301256</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find</td>
<td>24801042</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>54668768</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>554503572</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1157274566</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower_bound</td>
<td>5838</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13544</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Operations on a Sequence<T>: The following table shows the results, when the algorithm library contains instantiations for concrete iterators. The time needed to select the best match is the only overhead that occurs. Note, that compared to [22]
we have enhanced the dispatch (by avoiding 3–4 heap allocations), which improved the runtime of lower_bound noticeably.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>int</th>
<th>x vector&lt;int&gt;</th>
<th>double</th>
<th>x vector&lt;int&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>50635 816</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>101897 418</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find</td>
<td>25428 424</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>53027 769</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>55108 468</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>117337 1150</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower_bound</td>
<td>6244</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>14616</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only when instances for the concrete iterators are missing, does our system resort to fallback implementations. The following table reports the runtime of these operations. Note, that the runtime of lower_bound is based on an implementation for wrapper_randomaccess iterators (cmp. the call to add_generic in Section 4.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>int</th>
<th>x vector&lt;int&gt;</th>
<th>double</th>
<th>x vector&lt;int&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>4724 088 964</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>4770 263 204</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find</td>
<td>47423 959</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>529099 774</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>16956 331 602</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>174197 306 922</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower_bound</td>
<td>17066</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>18522</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 94x slower performance for reverse is unacceptable, even for a fallback implementation. The analysis of these tests reveals three responsible factors: fallback algorithms can be significantly slower (though the slowdown is not always driven by a worse runtime complexity), virtual iterator functions, and model allocation on the heap.

To quantify the contribution of each of these factors we performed additional experiments: adding a reverse instance for wrapper_randomaccess improved performance marginally, 92x for int and 94x for doubles. Each iteration of reverse calls iter_swap once. Gcc’s implementation of iter_swap calls another function that swaps the two elements to which the iterators point. Each function invocation creates copies of the iterators, which results in 16 million unnecessary heap allocations (and deallocations). By providing our own reverse implementation, we eliminated those copies. Then, reverse is only 7.4x slower for int (7.6x for double). However, passing arguments by value, which is the source of the heap allocations, is common in STL. For example, the fallback implementation of sort involves more than 36 million heap allocations. Instead of rewriting the STL algorithms, we could adopt Adobe’s small object optimization [19] where the wrapper classes reserve a buffer to embed small objects (Adobe’s open source library [3]).

The analysis of find indicates the following causes degrade performance. The fallback implementation is based on the forward iterator concept, while the optimal implementation takes advantage of random access iterators by calculating the trip-count beforehand and manually unrolling the main loop four times. Adding a generic instance for wrapper_randomaccess eliminates \( \approx \frac{1}{3} \) of the virtual functions calls and improves performance to a factor of 11.7x for ints (12.4 for double).

5.2. Library function selection

**With open multi-methods:** Since our experimental compiler extends the EDG frontend [13] and generates C files as output, we modified the test setup. Instead of directly compiling the C++ source, we translate all test cases first to C and compile those with gcc 4.1.2 and the same optimization flags (−O3 and −march=prescott). We measure the dispatch overhead by comparing the performance of static calls to STL functions, with the performance when specific algorithm instances have been added to the library. To underscore the time spent for dispatching, we reduced the data size to 8 elements of type int. For such a small data set the status of processor cache and predictors make a difference. Therefore we split the tests into two, where the first measures an initial algorithm invocation – the dispatch structures are not yet in cache, and the second measures a subsequent invocation of the same four algorithms.

The following table shows the number of cycles each call takes. The first call to an algorithm from the runtime library (reverse) incurs higher cost as it requires loads of the open method tables/indexes in the case of open multi-methods and RTTI in the case of the ISO C++ implementation. The calls to algorithms that return an iterator (find and lower_bound) incur additional overhead for allocating the result of the operation (an iterator model) on the heap. The open multi-method based implementation is significantly slower than a static call but outperforms the ISO C++ implementation by 500 to 2000 cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cold-cache</th>
<th>Static STL call</th>
<th>Open multi-methods</th>
<th>ISO C++</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>1731</td>
<td>3786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>3065</td>
<td>3905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>7776</td>
<td>7912</td>
<td>8634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower_bound</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>2512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second run tests an ideal scenario, where all the data (i.e., open method tables/indexes, RTTI, code) is in cache and the processor’s predictors can draw from statistical data of previous runs. The overhead of the open multi-method invocation
shrinks to less than 100 cycles when compared to a static call (i.e., reverse and sort. find and lower_bound require a heap allocation). The ISO C++ implementation is about 200 cycles slower.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hot-cache</th>
<th>Static STL call</th>
<th>Open multi-methods</th>
<th>ISO C++</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>1181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>5631</td>
<td>5725</td>
<td>5934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower_bound</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>1159</td>
<td>1209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Related work

The ASL [3] introduced the runtime concept idiom, employing type erasure [2] to provide the any regular library (similar to the boost any library), and its generalization, the poly library. The poly library generalizes the idiom to support refinement and polymorphic down-casting, encapsulates the common tasks required to create non-intrusive runtime-polymorphic value-based wrappers. The poly library design goals and implementation are elaborated in [19].

ASL also provides the any iterator library offering runtime-polymorphic iterators for specific types as a proof of concept. Becker [8] presents a similar library. Bourdev and Järvi [10] discuss a mechanism for a closed set of types that falls back to static-dispatch when type erasure is present.

Our work extends the previous results to an open library of algorithms operating on runtime-polymorphic containers, achieving realistic performance levels by using static dispatch where possible.

7. Future work and conclusion

In the described systems, an algorithm library handles the dispatch to the most appropriate algorithm present in the system. Which algorithms a system contains depends on programmers and system integrators. This requires manual intervention, which is not always possible. In particular, programs that involve dynamic linking remain hard to optimize. Iterator types for which repeated algorithm invocations frequently resolve to fallback implementations would benefit from a runtime system that is capable of dynamic algorithm instantiation.

In this paper, we have discussed runtime polymorphic versions of several STL algorithms. Our implementation enables the use of STL’s sequences where the binding to a concrete data structure is deferred until runtime. To improve runtime performance, if the data structures in use are known to the system integrator, our algorithms can leverage static dispatch. As a result, the runtime overhead becomes negligible for large data sets.
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